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Introduction
The Arabic plural system, especially the irregular plural, is one of the most
problematic parts of the language for the non-native students of Arabic, and they keep
complaining about it all the time. On the other side, Arab students don’t have this
problem in general, because they learn most of this system from their spoken Arabic,
which they learn passively (spontaneously or unsystematically) as they grow up and
expand their vocabulary in schools where also they learn passively how to use written
Arabic in speaking, (in my observations, I noticed that the Arab child until ten to
twelve years he or she uses feminine plural –suffix – اتfor most of the plurals). On
the other hand, grammar books are not much help. Simply, because they are
completely based on medieval- classical grammar books which did not pay enough
attention to the plural system. The reason could be first; the system was well known to
almost every Arab and probably looked natural. Second, that means it was not
controversial part of the language or the grammar, and classical books cared most
about literary controversies, language and dialectical debates particularly concerning
poetry and Islamic heritage. In this game, the foreign student seems to be left helpless.
As result, the books do not mention the plural system or they do, but too briefly, the
Arabs including Arabic teachers offer no system about it (broken plural!), and the
only available option is facing several years of collecting thousands of words through
which one will be surprised by finding out this system very slowly and painfully.
Therefore, and in order to make it easy for non-native students to command this
system in short time, I had to rely on my own efforts to a great extent and work hard
to collect thousands of words in order to find out, classify, put together and systemize
the rules of the “irregular plurals” and support them with long lists in which they
become clear and easily accessible, putting into consideration the development of
Modern Standard Arabic M.S.A. –in vocabulary- in the last two centuries and kinds of
controversies it has created in the way i.e. you would find two Arabic teachers
arguing fruitlessly for hours (like two clergymen form two different religions) about
two plurals for the same word.
As for the regular plurals, which is the easy part, paradoxically, it occupies
remarkable space in Arabic grammar references and that makes the two suffixes “ ون
and “  ﻳ ﻦknown by everyone as masculine plural but still, they keep making mistakes
including the highly educated people about which suffix to choose, because that
depends on the plural syntactic position if it is nominative, accusative or genitive. In
this respect, knowing the syntax- sentence structure is most important. Feminine
plural is very similar case but its problem is invisible, because the difference between
nominative, accusative and genitive is only in the final short vowel, and short vowels
are not written in normal texts. Spoken Arabic solved the problem of masculine plural
by using one suffix  ﻳﻦfor all cases: nominative, accusative and genitive.
After this introduction, it will be the regular blank patterns of the irregular plurals.
This should become - after you study carefully the pattern with their examples - your
one-page guide for the whole system. The form, which means here the word internal
structure, and the form change were given a central attention due to the fact that it is
the way the word is recognized, changed and/or understood. Therefore, the form was
heavily illustrated with big shapes, colors, explanation, and categorization. Each form
starts with a big colored shape of the singular (on the right). The red letters in it
represent what is added to the root (the root is the trilateral base form of the word in
Arabic and Semitic languages), so it became a singular meaningful word (here,
student can discover a unique subsystem). Next to singular, you find the plural form
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also colored in a big shape. The red letters here show what’s added to the singular
form and made it plural. Below these exemplary forms, which we can call them the
symbolic shape or the blank patterns (because they themselves do not normally make
sense, because they can represent any word according to the changeable-unchangeable
parts) are the examples, which are first, plenty to give the reader a firm idea about the
form and its rhythm. Second, they are translated to get the reader involved (and
maybe have critical attitude towards the explanation) in figuring out what each group
could have in common concerning the meaning not only the form. Third, the
examples were chosen from the most common vocabulary to look familiar to the
advanced user or increase his or her useful vocabulary if the user is intermediate. To
the left of the example list, there is the explanation that tells in plain text (while the
colored blank forms explain visually) the change in the form or how to make it plural.
The second point in the explanation is the meaning. which tries to generalize to find
out any shared meaning of the group i.e. certain forms are mostly human adjectives,
professions, names of tools, nouns for place etc. This is very helpful, predictable and
shows interesting subsystem in Arabic, but sometimes controversial and open to
interpretation. The third point in the explanation is the comments, which includes any
useful tips.
Concerning the problem of having more than one plural for one word, it sometimes
makes sense when the word has more than one meaning, and for each, there is a
different plural i.e. the word ﻋﺎﻣﻞ, when it means “worker” its plural is  ﻋﻤّﺎل, when it
means “factor” its plural is  ﻋﻮاﻣﻞ, and when it is an adjective, it means “in use or
working” (here it becomes regular plural, including the fact that when it is adjective
for non-human plural, it takes the form of feminine singular)  اﻟﻤﻮﺟﺎت اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔused
frequencies, اﻟﻄﺒﻘﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔ،(the working class), and  اﻟﻤﻮﻇﻔﻮن اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻠﻮن ﻓﻲ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﺼﺤﺔthe
employees working in health sector. The problem becomes unintelligible when there
is no reason for having more than one plural to the same word. It does not add
anything to the meaning (that is probably due to the elitism in M.S.A. For example,
the word ﻣﻮﺿﻮع, its plural is both  ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋﺎتand  ﻣﻮاﺿﻴﻊ. In this case, I just put the
additional plural next to the one that could fit better without any comment about
what’s correct since both are common. This case, I think, is part of the real irregular
plural.
Exercises also occupied some space here in order to activate the student. In every
form there is one or two words were given in either plural or singular form only. The
student can test his or her understanding by completing them. In addition, one or two
lines in every group were left blank so student can collect more plurals from his own
experience, classify and fill them in. When being able to do this, the student proves a
mastery of the plural system.
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The blank patterns:

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

ﻓﻌﻞ – أﻓﻌﺎل:
ﻓﻌﻞ – ﻓﻌﺎل :ﺝﺒﻞ
ﻓﻌﻞ – ﻓﻌﻮل :ﻓﺼﻞ
ﻓﻌﻞ – أﻓﻌﻞ اء :ﻗﻮي
ﻓﻌﻞ – ﻓﻌﻞ ان :ﺹﺒﻲ
ﻗﻠﻢ

========================

▫ ﻓﻌﻠﺔ – ﻓﻌﻞ:
▫ ﻓﻌﻠﺔ  ~ -ات :آﻠﻤﺔ

ﺹﻮرة

========================

▫
▫
▫
▫

ﻓﺎﻋﻞ  -ﻓ ّﻌﺎل:
ﻓﺎﻋﻞ -ﻓﻮاﻋﻞ :ﺷﺎرع
ﻓﺎﻋﻞ – ﻓﻌﺎل :ﻗﺎﺿﻲ
ﻓﺎﻋﻞ – ﻓﻌﻞ اء :ﻋﺎﻟﻢ
آﺎﺕﺐ

=======================

▫ ﻓﺎﻋﻠﺔ – ﻓﻮاﻋﻞ:

ﻗﺎﻋﺪة

=======================

▫ ﻣﻔﻌﻞ – ﻣﻔﺎﻋﻞ:

ﻣﺮآﺰ

=======================

▫ ﻣﻔﻌﻠﺔ – ﻣﻔﺎﻋﻞ:

ﻣﺪرﺳﺔ

=======================

▫ ﻓﻌﻴﻞ – ﻓﻌﻞ اء:
▫ ﻓﻌﻴﻞ -أﻓﻌﻞ اء :ﻃﺒﻴﺐ
أﻣﻴﺮ

▫ ﻓﻌﻴﻞ -ﻓﻌﻠﻰ:

ﻣﺮﻱﺾ

====================

▫ ﻓﻌﻴﻠﺔ -ﻓﻌﺎﺋﻞ:
▫ ﻓﻌﻴﻠﺔ -ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻰ :ﻗﻀﻴﺔ
▫ ﻓﻌﻴﻠﺔ  -ﻓﻌﻞ :ﻃﺮﻱﻘﺔ
ﺣﻘﻴﻘﺔ

====================

▫ ﻓﻌﺎل -ﻓﻌﻞ:
▫ ﻓﻌﺎل – أﻓﻌﻠﺔ :ﺝﻬﺎز
آﺘﺎب

====================

▫ ﻓ ّﻌﺎل ~ -ﻱﻦ:
ﻌﺎل  ~ -ات :ﺣﻤّﺎم
▫ ﻓّ
ﺑﻘّﺎل

====================

▫ ﻓﺎﻋﻮل -ﻓﻮاﻋﻴﻞ:

ﻗﺎﻣﻮس

====================

▫ ﻣﻔﻌﻮل -ﻣﻔﺎﻋﻴﻞ:

ﻣﻮﺿﻮع

====================

▫ ﻣﻔﻌﺎل -ﻣﻔﺎﻋﻴﻞ:

ﻣﻴﺪان

====================

▫ اﻓﺘﻌﺎل~ -ات:

اﺝﺘﻤﺎع

====================

▫ اﺳﺘﻔﻌﺎل~ -ات:

اﺳﺘﺜﻨﺎء

====================

▫ ﻓﻌﻠﺠﻲ ~ -ة:

آﻬﺮﺑﺠﻲ
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 أﻓﻌﺎل-  ﻓﻌﻞ.1
Form change: takes initial hamza
( ( أand alef ( ( اbefore the last
letter.
Meaning:
Noun, both physical and
conceptual.
Comments:
* The first letter in singular could
take the short vowel fat-ha,
damma or kasra.
* This plural is not very common
in spoken Arabic since the hamza
is not used often in spoken.
Spoken uses the next form (-ﻓﻌﻞ
( ﻓﻌﺎلinstead.

ﻋﻠﻢ
 أﻋﻼمflag
ﻧﻬﺮ
 أﻧﻬﺎرriver
ﺟﺴﻢ
 أﺟﺴﺎمbody
person
ﺷﺨﺺ
أﺷﺨﺎص
single, ﻓﺮد
أﻓﺮاد
individual
 أﺷﻜﺎلform, shape, ﺷﻜﻞ
kind
دﻳﻦ
 أدﻳﺎنreligion
ﺧﺒﺮ
 أﺧﺒﺎرnews item
ﻋﻤﺮ
 أﻋﻤﺎرage
ﺧﺎل
 أﺧﻮالuncle
 أﺳﻮاقmarket, souk ﺳﻮق
ﺑﺎب
 أﺑﻮابdoor, gate
ﻧﻮع
 أﻧﻮاعkind, sort
ﻗﻠﻢ
 أﻗﻼمpen
part, piece, ﻗﺴﻢ
أﻗﺴﺎم
department, section

أآﻴﺎس

Form change:
Three letters, the singular is written
the same like its root (in classical
Arabic dictionary e.g. no suffixes,
no prefixes etc.) The plural takes
the letter “alef” (  ) اbetween the
second letter and the third, which
means before the last letter. This is
true even if the singular is feminine.
Meaning:
Noun, mostly physical

danger, risk ﺧﻄﺮ
Sack,
bag
price ﺳﻌﺮ

 ﻓﻌﺎل- ﻓﻌﻞ
ﺟﻤﺎل
ﺟﺒﺎل
ﻗﻼم
آﻴﺎس
ﺻﻌﺎب

.2

camel ﺟﻤﻞ
mountain ﺟﺒﻞ
pen ﻗﻠﻢ
Sack, bag آﻴﺲ
difficulty ﺻﻌﺐ
dog آﻠﺐ
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 ﺛﻤﺮات-ﺛﻤﺎر
رﻗﺎب

fruit ﺛﻤﺮة
neck رﻗﺒﺔ

 ﻓﻌﻮل- ﻓﻌﻞ
Form change:
Three letters, the singular is written
the same like its root and the plural
takes the letter “wow” (  ) وbefore the
last letter.
Meaning:
Noun, mostly physical, mostly nonhuman.

ﺷﻌﻮب
ﺟﻠﻮد
ﺑﺪور
زهﺮات-زهﻮر
ﻋﻴﻮن
وﺣﻮش
ﺣﻘﻮل
ﻗﺒﻮر
ﺳﻬﻮل
ﺟﺴﻮر
ﺻﺤﻮن
ﻓﺼﻮل
ﺣﺮوف – أﺣﺮف
ﺑﺤﻮر – ﺑﺤﺎر
ﻓﺤﻮص
ﻧﺴﻮر
ﺻﻘﻮر

Form change:
Three letters, but the second is doubled
(with shadda ّ )
Everything else is the same as the
previous form.

ﺳﺪود
ﺣﺪود
 أﺟﺪاد-ﺟﺪود
ﺧﺪود
ﺷﻜﻮك
ﺣﻘﻮق
ﺷﻘﻮق

.3

people
ﺷﻌﺐ
leather, skin ﺟﻠﺪ
full moon ﺑﺪر
(s) flower زهﺮ
eye, spring ﻋﻴﻦ
monster وﺣﺶ
field ﺣﻘﻞ
grave ﻗﺒﺮ
plain ﺳﻬﻞ
bridge ﺟﺴﺮ
plate, dish ﺻﺤﻦ
season, ﻓﺼﻞ
chapter, academic
term
letter ﺣﺮف
sea, ocean ﺑﺤﺮ
test, exam ﻓﺤﺺ
falcon ﻧﺴﺮ
eagle ﺻﻘﺮ

dam ﺳﺪ
limit, barrier, ﺣﺪ
frontier, border
grandfather ﺟﺪ
chick ﺧﺪ
doubt, ﺷﻚ
suspicion
right ﺣﻖ
split ﺷﻖ
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response رد
art ﻓﻦ
solution ﺣﻞ
hill ﺗﻞ
line ﺧﻂ
text ﻧﺺ

ردود
ﻓﻨﻮن
ﺣﻠﻮل
ﺗﻠﻮل – ﺗﻼل

ﻓﻌﻞ – أﻓﻌﻞ اء
أوﺻﻴﺎء
أﻏﻨﻴﺎء

Form change:
Three letters, but the last letter is always yaa
ي. In plural, it takes initial alef  أand final alef
with hamza ء.
Meaning:
Noun, human.

أﻗﻮﻳﺎء
أذآﻴﺎء
أﻏﺒﻴﺎء
أﺛﺮﻳﺎء
أﻧﺒﻴﺎء
أوﻟﻴﺎء
~ ات

guardian وﺻﻲ
rich, ﻏﻨﻲ
wealthy, needless
strong, ﻗﻮي
powerful
smart, ذآﻲ
clever
stupid ﻏﺒﻲ
wealthy ﺛﺮي
prophet ﻧﺒﻲ
sacred man, وﻟﻲ
responsible,
guardian
~ة

ﻓﻌﻞ – ﻓﻌﻞ ان
ﺻﺒﻴﺎن
ﻓﺘﻴﺎن
ﺛﻴﺮان
ﺷﺠﻌﺎن

Form change:
Three letters, but the last letter is always
yaa ي. The plural takes final alef and non
 ان. When the last letter is alefmaqsora ى,
it becomes ya  يin plural ( ﻓﺘﻴﺎن-)ﻓﺘﻰ.

ﻓﻌﻞ
Form change:
Three letters plus the feminine ending
tamarbota  ة. The plural loses the
tamarbota. When the second letter in
singular is doubled with shadda ()ﺡﺠّﺔ, it
returns to two separate letters in plural
()ﺡﺠﺞ.

.4

.5

boy ﺻﺒﻲ
young man ﻓﺘﻰ
bull ﺛﻮر
brave ﺷﺠﺎع

-  ﻓﻌﻠﺔ.6
ﺟﻤﻞ
ﺣﺠﺞ
ﻏﺮف
ﺣﻔﺮ
ﻗﺼﺺ
أﻣﻢ
ﻗﻄﻊ
ﺣﻜﻢ

sentence, ﺟﻤﻠﺔ
group, whole sale
excuse ﺣﺠﺔ
room, ﻏﺮﻓﺔ
chamber
hole ﺣﻔﺮة
story, fiction ﻗﺼﺔ
nation أﻣﺔ
piece ﻗﻄﻌﺔ
wisdom, ﺣﻜﻤﺔ
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ﺗﺤﻒ
ﺻﻮر
ﻗﻤﻢ
دول
ﻋﻠﺐ
ﻧﺴﺦ
 ﺷﻤﻌﺎت-ﺷﻤﻊ

maxim, saying,
proverb
masterpiece, ﺗﺤﻔﺔ
antique
picture, photo, ﺻﻮرة
image
top, peak, ﻗﻤﺔ
summit
state, دوﻟﺔ
government
box, can, ﻋﻠﺒﺔ
container
copy ﻧﺴﺨﺔ
candle ﺷﻤﻌﺔ
apartment ﺷﻘﺔ

 ~ ات- ﻓﻌﻠﺔ
ﻓﺘﺤﺎت
رﺣﻼت
أآﻼت
ﺷﻐﻼت
وﻗﻔﺎت
ﻧﻮﻣﺎت
ﻃﺒﺨﺎت
ﻓﺮﺣﺎت
آﻠﻤﺎت

ﻓﻌّﺎل

.7

hole, ﻓﺘﺤﺔ
opening
trip, tour رﺣﻠﺔ
kind of food, أآﻠﺔ
dish
matter, ﺷﻐﻠﺔ
thing, work
stand, وﻗﻔﺔ
،position
sleeping ﻧﻮﻣﺔ
kind of ﻃﺒﺨﺔ
food, cocking
joy, ﻓﺮﺣﺔ
pleasure
word, آﻠﻤﺔ
speech

-  ﻓﺎﻋﻞ.8
 ﺛﻮّارrevolutionary, ﺛﺎﺋﺮ
radical
merchant, ﺗﺎﺟﺮ
ﺗﺠّﺎر
trader

